The new Spark OTG (Off The Grid) is as tough as the remote terrain you explore.

Full ATP Stoneguard perimeter wrap, lightweight aluminum-framed construction, and a high-clearance off-road suspension system unmatched in its class, come together in one rugged package to assure you reach your remote destination.

Once you set up base camp, the 100% Solar Powered, Lithium battery driven, Spark provides you with enough energy to easily run its electronics. Combine that with the operating systems own app and you have control outside and away from the unit. Spark is also equipped with generous fresh water storage, full bathroom facilities, and is completely climate controlled for year round enjoyment.

INTEGRATED CONTROL PANEL:
The Spark control panel monitors solar charging, lithium battery power systems, AC, heat, tank levels, lighting and entertainment functions.

100% SOLAR POWERED:
The primary power source for the Spark OTG is a roof-mounted bank of solar collectors comprised of four 160-watt and three 50-watt panels.

LITHIUM-ION BATTERY SYSTEM:
The system produces 840 watts of solar power collected and distributed from two banks of lithium-ion batteries.
STORAGE AND EASY ACCESS

- Deluxe aluminum entry stairs
- Frame-mounted roof rack provides tie-downs for storage up top
- Exterior slide-out kitchen with induction cooktop, sink and drawer refrigerator
- Black, diamond-plate cladding protects the entire perimeter

ALL ALUMINUM FRAME AND CONSTRUCTION

- Heavy duty, independent suspension system
- Front and rear roof ladders allow easy cargo storage and solar panel access
- European-style, tinted acrylic windows
- Independent suspension
- Two full-size rear-mounted spare tires
- Large, off-road tires standard
- Power awning with night lights

INTERIOR FEATURES

- One-burner induction cooktop heats water in minutes.
- Full-size refrigerator/freezer
- Deep stainless sink with commercial faucet
- 10-cubic foot, 12-volt refrigerator
- Standard microwave oven
- Full-sized shower and sink in bath
- Privacy screen separates bathroom from cabin
- Queen sized bed
- Large wardrobes on either side of bed
- Generous dinette bunk sleeps one adult
- Three-way shades provide privacy, or light with insect screens
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